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Atomic force microscopyThe model photosynthetic bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides uses a network of bacteriochlorophyll (BChl)–
protein complexes embedded in spherical intracytoplasmic membranes (ICM) to collect and utilise solar energy.
We studied the effects of high- and low-light growth conditions, where BChl levels increased approximately four-
fold from1.6×106 to 6.5×106molecules per cell. Most of this extra pigment is accommodated in the proliferating
ICM system, which increases from approximately 274 to 1468 vesicles per cell. Thus, 16×106 nm2 of specialised
membrane surface area ismade available for harvesting and utilising solar energy compared to 3×106 nm2 under
high-light conditions. Membrane mapping using atomic force microscopy revealed closely packed dimeric and
monomeric reaction centre-light harvesting 1-PufX (RC-LH1-PufX) complexes in high-light ICM with room
only for small clusters of LH2, whereas extensive LH2-only domains form during adaptation to low light, with
the LH2/RC ratio increasing three-fold. The number of upper pigmented band (UPB) sites where membrane in-
vagination is initiated hardly varied; 704 (5.8×105 BChls/cell) and 829 (4.9×105 BChls/cell) UPB sites per cell
were estimated under high- and low-light conditions, respectively. Thus, the lower ICM content in high-light
cells is a consequence of fewer ICM invaginations reaching maturity. Taking into account the relatively poor
LH2-to-LH1 energy transfer in UPB membranes it is likely that high-light cells are relatively inefﬁcient at energy
trapping, but can growwell enoughwithout the need to fully develop their photosynthetic membranes from the
relatively inefﬁcient UPB to highly efﬁcient mature ICM.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Light intensity can be a major limiting factor for photosynthesis,
relating to the number of photons that are available to a phototroph,
per unit area and time. For many types of photosynthetic bacteria
growing under extremely low light intensities, the challenge of cap-
turing and harvesting every possible photon with high efﬁciency, in
order to make use of this limiting resource, requires highly extensive
photosynthetic membranes. Conversely, under high light intensities
the organism must avoid damage from excessive levels of excitations.
Carotenoids in photosynthetic bacteria have an essential role in preven-
tion of photo-oxidative damage in photosynthetic bacteria, quenching), bacteriochlorophyll(s); B850,
aximal absorption at 850 nm;
x with maximal absorption at
-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N′-
H1, light-harvesting 1 complex;
action centre; RC-LH1, reaction
Rps., Rhodopseudomonas; TEM,
and; 2-D, two-dimensional; 3-D,
: +44 114 222 2711.
ter).
l rights reserved.the highly reactive triplet excited BChl and singlet oxygen, dissipating
the energy as heat [1,2].
In purple phototrophic bacteria many genes are regulated by light
intensity, where photo-receptor proteins transmit a light-dependent
signal to downstream components via a signalling pathway to control
the physiological response [3]. The downstream factors and signalling
pathways are relatively unknown, but the relative changes in gene ex-
pression and their effects on the levels of proteins can be readily
detected. Onemajor change is in the levels of the light-harvesting com-
plexes. In Rhodobacter sphaeroides, it has been shown that shifting from
high to low light growth conditions increased the puf transcript levels
approximately three-fold [4] and the pucBA transcript by four- to ﬁve-
fold [5]. An extensive transcriptome analysis was carried out by Roh et
al. [6], who compared low-light and high-light anaerobic photosynthet-
ic growth versus aerobic growth by mapping the gene expression for
the open reading frames in the photosynthetic gene cluster. Genes
encoding the apoproteins for the LH and RC complexes showed greatly
increased expression from high-light to low-light, whereas the expres-
sion ofmanypigment biosynthesis geneswas reduced; itwas suggested
that post-transcriptional control at the level of enzyme activity could be
more important for regulating pigment biosynthesis.
Aagaard and Siström [7] made a series of important observations
on material puriﬁed from a series of Rba. sphaeroides cultures grown
at different light intensities. They showed that a transition from
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content relative to total protein, (ii) increasing size of the antenna
BChl, and (iii) increasing LH2:LH1 absorbance ratios. With the devel-
opment of AFM,which can reveal the native organisation of photosyn-
thetic membranes of purple bacteria [8,9], the adaptation of Rba.
sphaeroides to altered light intensities can be investigated in more
detail. Previous AFM studies of ICM from Rba. sphaeroides showed par-
titioning into domains enriched in either RC-LH1-PufX or LH2 com-
plexes [10–12]. It was suggested that LH2-only regions function as
an antenna of variable size which could, for example, be expanded
upon a shift to a lowered light intensity without disrupting a
favourable arrangement of core complexes [10]. In Rhodospirillum
(Rsp.) photometricum this sort of domain organisation was also
found, where monomeric core complexes were clustered and inter-
spersed with minimal LH2, with separate LH2-rich domains [13]. A
further study then compared the ratio of LH2/core complexes in Rsp.
photometricum membranes from cells grown under high or low light
intensity [14]. The amount of LH2 increased from ~3 LH2/core at high-
light intensity to ~7 LH2/core at low-light intensity and, as predicted,
low-light membranes contained much larger LH2-only domains.
A previous study used membrane fractionation, radiolabelling and
LDS-PAGE approaches to investigate the response of Rba. sphaeroides
to lowered light intensity [15]. It was found that the increase in LH2 an-
tenna size is mainly restricted to the mature ICM membrane fraction,
whereas the antenna composition of the precursor UPB membrane re-
mains constant. LH2 complexes assembled at the membrane initiation
UPB sites fostered new LH2–LH1 interactions, whereas in ICM the
bulk antenna pool is the favoured location for new LH2 complexes. It
remains to be shown whether this increase in LH2 in Rba. sphaeroides
occurs by expansion of LH2-rich domains as in Rsp. photometricum.
The present study details a comparison of the differences in the
ICM of low- and high-light adapted Rba. sphaeroides. In this work,
low light and high-light are 4 Wm−2 (20 μmol photons s−1 m−2)
and 220 Wm−2 (1100 μmol photons s−1 m−2), respectively, using
compact ﬂuorescent lamps as a light source. Note that light intensity
measurements depend upon the type of light source and light meter
(see Section 2.1 for details). To produce as complete a description of
the changes as possible, the system was observed at different scales,
starting at a cellular level (ICM ultrastructure and absorbance mea-
surements), then investigation of puriﬁed but intact ICM vesicles (elec-
tronmicroscopy and spectroscopy) and ﬁnally AFMmapping of protein
organisation in membrane fragments. We show that the four-fold in-
crease in cellular Bchl is matched by a similar increase in the number
of ICM vesicles per cell, whereas the number of UPB membrane devel-
opment sites remains approximately constant. The majority of the
extra BChl is used in the assembly of LH2 complexes, which form exten-
sive LH2-only domains for solar energy capture by ICM. This membrane
organisation contrasts with that for high-light ICM, where core com-
plexes are packed side-by-side, with little space for LH2 complexes.
We discuss the inefﬁcient light-harvesting characteristics of UPB pre-
cursor membranes and the raised UPB/ICM ratios in high-light cells
and suggest that this is not only tolerated by the cell but is potentially
beneﬁcial, in terms of photoprotection.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Strains and standard cell culture
Rba. sphaeroideswild-type strain 2.4.1was grown inM22+medium
[16] photosynthetically under anaerobic conditions in ﬂat medical
bottles ﬁlled to the brim and sealed. For standard growth a 1 ml semi-
aerobic culture was used to inoculate a 30 ml universal tube completely
ﬁlled with M22+ medium and the culture was incubated in the light,
overnight. This was used to inoculate a 500 ml medical ﬂat bottle
completely ﬁlled with M22+ medium, grown with agitation from a
magnetic stir bar, to the required cell density.Cultureswere irradiatedwith ‘energy-saving’ 15Wor 20Wcompact
ﬂuorescent lamps (“Megaman CFL PAR30” and “PAR38”, respectively)
to achieve the required light intensity. Light intensity was measured
using a LI-250A Light Meter equipped with either a LI-200 Pyranometer
Sensor or a LI-190 Quantum Sensor, measuring Wm−2, or μmol
photons s−1 m−2, respectively (from LI-COR Biosciences). Cultures
were grown at 4 Wm−2 (20 μmol photons s−1 m−2) for ‘low-light in-
tensity’ or 220Wm−2 (1100 μmol photons s−1 m−2) for ‘high-light in-
tensity’. Note that these measurements of ‘low’ and ‘high’ light
intensities from ‘energy-saving’ lamps equate to roughly 30Wm−2
and 1400Wm−2 for tungsten lamps, similar to the ‘low’ and ‘high’
light intensities used in previous studies [17]. This is because tungsten
lamps generate infrared radiation above 900 nm, which is not useful to
Rba. sphaeroides, but is nevertheless detected by the sensor.2.2. Quantiﬁcation of the number of cells in liquid culture
Cells from a freshly growing photosynthetic culture (grown as in
Section 2.1) were used in cell plating experiments. Absorbance spectra
were taken and the OD680 was noted. Serial dilutions of a sample from
the culture were made (with sterile M22+ media). 100 μl of 10−5,
10−6, 10−7 and 10−8 dilutions was spread onto agar plates and grown
at 34 °C. Colonies were counted using a tally counter. By correction for
the dilution factor and the volume plated, assuming all cells in the culture
were viable and produced a single colony, the volume of cells in the
original culture could be calculated. Values from several plates from
two separate cultures were averaged to produce a ﬁnal estimate.2.3. Quantiﬁcation of bacteriochlorophyll concentration
All steps were carried out at 4 °C, in blackened (opaque) microfuge
tubes and under dim light. To estimate BChl concentration from cell
samples, an acetone/methanol extraction was performed as follows:
samples were diluted as necessary with water up to 100 μl and then
900 μl acetone/methanol (7:2) was added to extract the pigments;
after centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 3 min, the absorbance was mea-
sured at 770 nm, and the BChl concentration was calculated from the
average of at least three replicates, using a 770 nm extinction co-
efﬁcient of BChl a as 0.076 μM−1 cm−1 [18].2.4. Preparation of ICM vesicles
Cultures (grown as in Section 2.1) were harvested and cells were
disrupted and fractionated to separate UPB and ICM fractions by
rate-zone centrifugation as previously described [19]. The pigmented
ICM band was harvested and stored at −20 °C until required.2.5. Quantiﬁcation UPB and ICM levels
Photographs were taken of sucrose gradients in Section 2.4 and the
abundance of UPB relative to ICM was estimated by densitometry, as
previously described [20]. Brieﬂy, ImageJ software (open source) and
Origin software (v7.5, OriginLab Corporation) were used to digitally
compare bands in a gradient to produce an intensity proﬁle. Compari-
son of the integrated area under each peak was used to estimate the
ratio of ICM to UPB.2.6. Preparation of cell sections
Cells from a freshly growing culture were pelleted at 3000×g and
washed twice in 50 mMHEPES (pH 7.5). Cells were ﬁxed and thin sec-
tions (60–90 nm) prepared as previously described [11].
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ICM samples were applied to glow-discharged carbon-coated
grids and stained with 0.75% (w/v) uranyl formate. Cell sections
were prepared in Section 2.6. Images were recorded at 100 kV on a
Philips CM100 microscope equipped with a Gatan Ultrascan 667
CCD camera at magniﬁcations between ×5000 and ×52,000. Images
were analysed using ImageJ software (open source).2.8. Preparation of membrane patches
Low concentrations of β-dodecylmaltoglucoside (β-DDM) (Glycon
Biochemistry, GmbH Biotechnology, Germany) were used to form
membrane patches amenable to AFM imaging from ICM vesicles, in a
protocol adapted from Bahatyrova et al. [10]. ICM samples (2 ml of
A850 of 2) were treated with 0.005%, 0.01% or 0.02% (w/v) β-DDM (crit-
ical micelle concentration~0.017%) and layered onto a 20–45% (w/w)
sucrose continuous gradient containing a matching concentration of
β-DDM. Membranes were fractionated by centrifugation at 198,000×g
at 4 °C for 9 h. The pigmented band at approximately 35% sucrose con-
tained puriﬁed membrane patches and was harvested and stored at
−80 °C until required.Fig. 1. Absorbance spectra of low-light and high-light cultures. Absorbance spectra of Rba.
sphaeroides cell cultures, grown photosynthetically under either low light intensity
(upper) or high light intensity (lower). Spectra were normalised at 680 nm and then a
standardised ‘cell scatter’ curve was subtracted. The area under the B800–B850–B875
peaks was measured by integration of the curve between 775 and 950 nm, using Origin
graphical software. The ratio of the absorbance at 853 nm to 878 nm is shown (B850/875).2.9. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Membrane patches were adsorbed for 1 h onto freshly cleaved
mica (Agar Scientiﬁc) in 10 mMHEPES, 150 mM potassium chloride,
25 mMmagnesium chloride (pH 7.5), then exchanged into an imag-
ing buffer of 10 mM HEPES, 100 mM potassium chloride (pH 7.5).
Tapping Mode AFM was carried out using a Multimode microscope
with a Nanoscope IV controller; PeakForce Tapping Mode AFM
(PFT-AFM) (proprietary imagingmode, Bruker Nano Surfaces Business,
formerly Veeco Instruments Ltd) was carried out using a Multimode
VIII system, both equipped with an ‘E’ scanner (15×15 μm)
(Bruker). Sharpened SiN probes (k~0.15 N m−1) (TR800PSA, Olympus)
were used for standard TM-AFM, operating at frequencies between 7
and 9 kHz. For PFT-AFM, BioLever mini ‘AC40TS’ probes (ultra-small
rectangular cantilever, k~0.10 N m−1) as they combine a soft canti-
lever with a higher resonant frequency, more amenable to the
2 kHz approach/withdraw ramp cycle. Parameters were optimised
whilst imaging, to minimise forces exerted on the sample. Images
were recorded (512×512 pixels) at scan frequencies of 0.5–1.5 Hz.
Topographs were ‘ﬂattened’ and images generated using Nanoscope
Analysis software (v1.20). Height proﬁle analysis was performed
using Gwyddion software (open source, v2.20) by careful measure-
ment of height proﬁles across well-deﬁned individual molecules
(in the case of core complex RC–RC separation) or across individual
ICM vesicles.
To estimate the dimensions of ICM vesicles on mica using AFM,
ﬁrstly, height proﬁles were measured through the centre of vesicles,
in the y-direction. From these proﬁles, the vesicle's maximum height
above the mica surface was noted and the vesicle's width was esti-
mated as the full width at half maximum (FWHM). Use of the
FWHM is thought to take account of known AFM tip convolution ef-
fects and allow a fair and reproducible comparison of samples [21].
The volume (V) was then calculated from the dimensions measured,
modelling the ‘squashed vesicles’ observed on mica as ellipsoids,
using the formula: “V=4/3 π abc” (where a,b,c=ellipsoidal radii,
i.e. a=b=width /2 and c=height /2). The in vivo diameter (d) was
approximated by assuming that the ‘squashed vesicles’ measured
by AFM were spheres in vivo, i.e. V=4/3 π r3, and that the volume
does not change. Using the volume calculated, the radius expected
for spherical vesicles was calculated as r=3√ (V/ [4/3 π]) and diameter
as d=2r.2.10. Spectroscopy
Absorption spectra were acquired at room temperature in a 1 cm
path-length cuvette on a Cary 50 UV–vis spectrophotometer, with
baseline correction as appropriate. Fluorescence emission spectra
were recorded in a buffer comprising 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and 60%
glycerol (v/v). Measurements were recorded at room temperature in
a 1 cm path-length cuvette on a SPEX FluoroLog spectroﬂuorometer
(SPEX Industries Inc.). Excitation was provided from a tungsten light
source. Fluorescence emission spectra were acquired with excitation at
800 nm (10 nm slit widths), scanning emission in the near-infrared
with 4 nm slit widths. All ﬂuorescence spectra were acquired as aver-
ages of 10 scans.
3. Results
3.1. The effect of light intensity on Rba. sphaeroides cell growth
Rba. sphaeroides (wild-type strain 2.4.1) was grown anaerobically
under different light intensities; here we deﬁne ‘low-light’ as
4 Wm−2 and ‘high-light’ as 220Wm−2 when using ‘energy-saving’
compact ﬂuorescent lamps (see Section 2.1). High-light cultures grew
very quickly, with the absorbance at 680 nm (ameasure of cell density)
increasing from 0.1 to 3.0 in 24 h. Low-light cultures took much longer
to grow with the absorbance at 680 nm increasing from 0.1 to 1.5 in
168 h. A typical absorbance spectrum from low-light and high-light cul-
tures is shown in Fig. 1, normalised for cell density at 680 nm, with sub-
traction of a baseline of cell-scatter. The relative amount of cellular BChl
was compared by measurement of the area in arbitrary units beneath
the B800 and B850–875 peaks and was found to be almost four times
higher in low-light cultures (75.2 units2) compared to high-light cul-
tures (20.1 units2). The ratio of absorbance at 853 to 878 nm, which re-
lates to the LH2 to LH1 content, wasmuch higher in the low-light (1.64)
compared to high-light (1.00) conditions.
3.2. Comparison of ICM content in thin sections of cells
Cells from freshly growing low-light and high-light cultures were
washed, ﬁxed, embedded into resin and 60–90 nm sections were im-
aged by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The dimensions of
cells observed in the TEM sections were measured, in order to
Fig. 2. Thin sections of low-light and high-light cells. (A) Low-light grown Rba. sphaeroides cells observed in thin sections (60–90 nm) by transmission electron microscopy. The
circular stain-excluding features of 30–50 nm diameter are ICM vesicles. (B) High-light grown Rba. sphaeroides cells, as for (A). (C) Schematic map of the manual identiﬁcation
of ICM vesicles in (A), denoted by red dots. The area of the cytoplasm analysed from each cell is measured (outlined in blue). (D) Schematic map of the ICM vesicles in (B), labelled
as in (C). (E) Graph showing an analysis of the diameter of vesicles from low-light cells in (A). (F) Graph showing an analysis of the diameter of vesicles from high-light cells in (B).
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low light growth conditions. These values likely under-represent the
true values as the majority of sections would not be perfectly across
the long axis of the cell, giving a smaller segment from the whole
cell. To mitigate this problem only cells that had an aspect ratio of ap-
proximately 2 were measured; circular or nearly circular cell sections
that represent cells cut across the short axis of the cell, and obvious
end sections (small/where the perimeter of the cell is poorly deﬁned)
were ignored, to avoid skewing the data due to the inaccuracies of thin
sectioning. The length/width for low-light cells were 1.49±0.48/0.60±
0.08 μm (n=34), and for high-light cells 1.58±0.37/0.71±0.08 μm
(n=33). Given the large standard deviations, the sizes of the cells are
similar for both light intensities.
Micrographs of low-light and high-light cells were analysed for their
vesicle content, and a representative image of each is shown in Fig. 2A
and B, respectively; additional images are shown in Fig. S1. TheTable 1
Analysis of vesicle density in low- and high-light cells. Analysis of (A) four low-light cells an
area and number of vesicles measured per cell, estimates of the density of vesicles were ca
(A) Low-light cells
Cell Area (μm2) Vesicles Vesicles/μm2
Cell 1 0.84 171 205
Cell 2 0.41 95 231
Cell 3 1.00 196 196
Cell 4 1.02 173 170
Total 3.26 635 195cytoplasmof low-light cellswas dominated by vesicles, in stark contrast
with high-light cells which had large ‘empty’ areas and fewer vesicles
(Fig. 2C and D). The number of vesicles per unit section areawas count-
ed from four cells of each (Table 1): low-light cells contained an esti-
mated 195 vesicles/μm2 compared to 48 vesicles/μm2 in high light
cells. The diameters of the low- and high-light vesicles were compared
(Fig. 2E and F) and no signiﬁcant difference was found, with both
having a distribution centred on approximately 40 nm. This is an under-
estimate of the in vivo diameter as the sections will contain incomplete
segments of vesicles.
3.3. Comparison of relative levels of mature ICM and precursor UPB
membranes
In Rba. sphaeroides, the sites of early ICM development can be sep-
arated from mature ICM, by rate-zonal centrifugation of cell extractsd (B) four high-light cells from thin section TEM data from Fig. 2 and Fig. S1. From the
lculated for each cell and an overall average from the totals.
(B) High-light cells
Cell Area (μm2) Vesicles Vesicles/μm2
Cell 1 0.90 32 36
Cell 2 0.64 41 64
Cell 3 0.43 7 16
Cell 4 0.64 46 72
Total 2.62 126 48
Fig. 3. Comparison of ICM versus UPB from low- and high-light cell lysates. (A) Sucrose density gradient sedimentation of the lysate from low-light cells passed through a French
pressure cell. The upper pigmented band (UPB) precursor membranes and the lower band intracytoplasmic membranes (ICM) are indicated. The graph shows the relative amount
of UPB to ICM by analysis of intensity of the pigmented bands. A proﬁle was measured vertically through the gradient on the digital photograph using image analysis software (as
described in Section 2.5). The total amount of pigmented material in each band was estimated by comparison of the intensity peaks (integrated area). A ratio of ICM to UPB is shown
and a percentage breakdown, assuming that 100% of the pigmented material is accounted for. (B) Analysis of ICM versus UPB as for (A), except for high-light cell lysate.
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can be isolated: an ‘upper pigmented band’ (UPB) containing ‘precur-
sor membranes’ and a lower band of mature membranes (ICM)
[22–26]. This process was used in the current study to compare cells
grown under different light intensities. Cells from freshly growing
low-light and high-light cultures (as in Section 3.1) were broken by
passage through a French pressure cell and standardised amounts of
the extract were layered onto 5–30% sucrose continuous gradients
and centrifuged at 96,000×g for 6 h. The relative amount of ICM to
UPB in the gradients was estimated by digital analysis of the intensity
of each band in photographs of the gradients (Fig. 3). The low-light
compared to high-light gradients had ICM:UPB ratios of 10.1:1 and
2.2:1, respectively, or if one assumes that the ICM and UPB fractions
constitute 100% total pigmented material 91%:9% and 69%:31%, re-
spectively. ICM and UPB fractions were also harvested from four high-
light gradients and three low-light gradients. Spectra were taken, and
absorbance values at 850 and 875 nm were recorded, then multiplied
by the volumes of the fractions. The ICM:UPB ratio for low-light mem-
braneswas 92%:8%, and for high-light ICM:UPB 71%:29%, in good agree-
ment with estimates from digital imaging of the gradients.
Imaging by negative-stain TEM (Fig. 4A and B) conﬁrmed that the
ICM fractions comprised puriﬁed, intact vesicles. These were observed
as rough circular shapes, interpreted as ﬂattened vesicles where stain
often pooled at their centres. PeakForce Tapping (PFT) mode AFM was
used to image the vesicles on mica, under liquid (Fig. 4C and D). This
new mode of AFM was ideal for imaging highly protruding structures
such as vesicles which were sometimes displaced from the surface by
standard tapping mode AFM (data not shown). The dimensions of
low-light and high-light ICM vesicles were compared using the TEM
and AFM data (Table 2). Vesicle width was found to be very similar
for low- and high-light samples, approximately 80 nm, and values
from TEM correlated very well with those from AFM. These values are
over-estimates of the in vivo diameter; it seems that vesicles ﬂatten
down due to dehydration of samples during adsorption onto carbon
grids for TEM and also onto mica under liquid for AFM. Using the addi-
tional height dimension measured in AFM data, the volume of the ves-
icles can be calculated. AFM measures the surface of the vesicles,
therefore this volumewould be amaximal estimate, including the inter-
nal volume and the vesicle's membrane bilayer. The theoretical in vivo
outer diameter was then estimated, assuming that the ellipsoids mea-
sured on mica are simply spheres that have relaxed onto the surface.
The calculated outer diameters were very similar for both low-light
and high-light vesicles and the values of 60–65 nm correspond well to
previously published estimates [27].3.4. Comparison of ICM content by analysis of pigment extractions
To further test the ICM vesicle content of a cell, the total amount of
BChl per cell was calculated. The absorbance of cells at 680 nm (1 cm
pathlength) was equated to the number of cells by plating experiments,
which found that one OD680 unit contains approximately 1.1×109 cells.
Acetone:methanol pigment extraction was performed on fresh cells
from low-light and high-light cultures and the BChl a content was de-
termined from the measured absorbance and the known extinction co-
efﬁcient at 770 nm. Taking into account the proportion of ICM to UPB
under each light condition measured in Fig. 3 and the number of mole-
cules of BChl per vesicle, as estimated in computermodels from Şener et
al. [27], the number of vesicles per cell was calculated (Table 3). Low-
light cells were estimated to have roughly six times as many vesicles
as high-light cells (1468 and 274 respectively).
3.5. Analysis of the spectroscopic properties of low-light and high-light
ICM
UPB and ICM fractions from the low-light and high-light gradients
(Section 3.3) along with an additional UPB–ICM preparation from cells
grown at an intermediate light intensity (termed ‘moderate–high-
light’, approximately 100Wm−2) were analysed with room tempera-
ture absorption and ﬂuorescence emission spectroscopy (see Fig. 5
and Table 4).
The ratio of absorbance at 850 to 875 nm, indicative of LH2 to LH1
levels, differed greatly between samples. Low-light ICM had a high
850/875 absorbance ratio (1.91), whereas high-light ICM has a low
850/875 ratio (1.14), concurrent with well-established ﬁndings that
the B850 (LH2) increases with lowered light intensity [7]. The UPB frac-
tions had reproducibly lower 850/875 ratios than the corresponding ICM
fractions, concurrent with previous ﬁndings that UPB has lower levels of
LH2 [19,22,24,23]. The low-light UPB had a much higher 850/875 ratio
than high-light UPB (1.31 and 0.94, respectively), showing that the
trend for increased B850 (LH2) in membranes at lowered light intensity
occurs also in the UPB. A preparation from ‘moderate–high-light’ cells
produced UPB and ICM which had intermediate B875/850 ratios, con-
ﬁrming the pattern.
Fluorescence emission spectroscopy was used to test the relative
level of ﬂuorescence from LH2 or LH1, which allowed us to test how
well ‘connected’ the complexes are, in terms of excitation energy trans-
fer at room temperature. Excitation at 800 nm was used to selectively
excite LH2 B800 BChls and the ﬂuorescence emission from LH2 at
~860 nm was measured relative to emission from LH1 at 895 nm. The
Fig. 4. Comparison of low-light and high-light ICM vesicles using TEM and AFM. Comparison of ICM vesicle fractions harvested from the sucrose density gradients in Fig. 3. Negative-
stain transmission electron microscopy of (A) low-light and (B) high-light vesicles. PeakForce Tapping mode atomic force microscopy of (C) low-light and (D) high-light vesicles.
Panel (E) depicts how the AFM data were analysed: a representative height proﬁle is shown (red), measured across a vesicle shown in (C) (dashed red line) and the full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) and height were recorded. The grey rectangle represents the mica surface used as a substrate for AFM imaging. The vesicles were modelled as ellipsoids, as
shown schematically, and the volume was estimated using the formula: “V=4/3 π abc”. From this, the radius expected for spherical vesicles was calculated as r=3√ (V / [4/3 π]).
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LH2 relative to LH1 (850/875 absorption ratio, as above), see Table 4.
High-light and moderate–high-light ICMs had low 860/895 emission
ratios (0.37 and 0.34) and low-light ICM had a slightly higher 860/895Table 2
Analysis of the size of low- and high-light ICM vesicles. Measurements from the data in Fig. 4. F
as the horizontal width through the centre of the vesicles. For AFM topographs height proﬁl
Gwyddion software (open source, v2.20). From these proﬁles, height and width were measu
outer diameter was then estimated for a spherical vesicle.
Sample/technique Measured (±S.D.)
Width (nm) Height (nm)
Low-light vesicles/TEM (n=56) 80.5±6.1 –
Low-light vesicles/AFM (n=27) 79.9±5.7 40.4±2.7
High-light vesicles/TEM (n=56) 79.2±12.3 –
High-light vesicles/AFM (n=17) 78.6±6.1 38.6±3.7emission ratio (0.55), which could be related to increasing levels of
LH2 (850/875 absorption ratios of 1.14, 1.31 and 1.91, respectively).
All UPB fractions had much higher 860/895 emission ratios than the
corresponding ICM fractions, indicating that there is signiﬁcantor TEMmicrographs the vesicle width wasmeasured using ImageJ software (open source)
es were measured through the centre of the elliptical vesicles, in the y-direction, using
red and the volume was calculated, as described in Section 2.9 and Fig. 4E. The in vivo
Calculated (±S.D.)
Volume (×103 nm3) Equivalent spherical diameter (nm)
– –
136±23 63.6±3.8
– –
126±28 61.9±4.5
Fig. 5. Analysis of low- and high-light membranes by absorption and ﬂuorescence microsc
(dashed lines) of UPB (green) and ICM (blue) from (A) low-light, (B) high-light cells, and (
is shown as a control. Emission spectra were acquired with excitation at 800 nm (14 nm s
10 scans and were normalised to 1.0 unit at 895 nm. Absorption spectra were normalised t
Table 3
Quantiﬁcation of the BChl and ICM vesicle content per cell. Cells from cultures growing
under (i) low-light (ii) high-light conditions were analysed. A sample from each culture
was pelleted and re-suspended into a minimal (arbitrary) volume and this concentrated
cell sample was treated as follows. Note: absolute values measured for parameters
(1)–(5) are arbitrary; it is the ratio between the values that produces the BChl content
per cell (6).
Specimen Low-light High-light
(1) Cell sample (measured OD680) 7.49 14.14
(2) Extract (measured OD770) 6.71 3.12
(3) [BChl] (μmol/L) 88.3 41.1
(4) [BChl] (molecules/ml) 5.32×1016 2.47×1016
(5) Number of cells/ml 8.24×109 1.56×1010
(6) Molecules of BChls per cell 6.45×106 1.59×106
(7) Relative abundance UPB 9% 31%
ICM 91% 69%
(8) BChl per fraction UPB 5.81×105 4.93×105
ICM 5.87×106 1.10×106
(9) Calculated no. vesicles per cell 1468 274
(1) Absorbance of the sample of re-suspended cells at 680 nm.
(2) Pigment extraction from each cell sample was performed in triplicate, with a 7:2:1
ratio of acetone:methanol:sample. Absorbance at 770 nm was measured and the
averaged value for each specimen, corrected for the dilution factor, is shown.
(3) BChl concentration of extracts, calculated from (2) using a 770 nm extinction
coefﬁcient of 0.076 μM−1 cm−1 [18].
(4) Conversion of (3) to the number of molecules BChl using the Avogadro constant
(6.022×1023 mol−1).
(5) Number of cells in the original sample, calculated from (1) using the conversion
factor of 1.1×109 cells/OD680 unit.
(6) The number of BChl molecules per cell, calculated by equating (4) and (5).
(7) The relative abundance of UPB to ICM in low-light or high-light cells as observed in
Fig. 3.
(8) The number of BChl molecules in theoretical UPB and ICM fractions, calculated
from (6) and (7).
(9) The number of vesicles per cell, calculated from the ICM BChl in (8) using published
values from computer models of BChl content per ICM vesicle of approx. 4000 BChl [27].
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from LH2 is related to the relative LH2 content (LH2 emission/absorp-
tion ratio), it can be observed that indeed all ICMs have similar LH2
emission per amount of LH2 whereas UPB has much greater LH2 emis-
sion (0.29, 0.26, 0.32 compared to 0.90, 1.07, 0.88). Comparison of a UPB
sample and an ICM sample with very similar absorption spectra (‘low-
light UPB’ and ‘moderate–high-light ICM’, 850/875 nm absorption ra-
tios of 1.31 and 1.29, respectively) provides a fair test to compare the
connectivity between ICM and UPB, where differences due to LH2/LH1
levels can be discounted. These samples had starkly different ﬂuores-
cence emission spectra, with the UPB fraction having much greater
LH2 emission than the matched ICM fraction (860/895 nm emission
ratio of 1.18 compared to 0.34), conﬁrming that UPB is intrinsically
less efﬁcient than ICM in terms of LH2 to LH1 energy transfer.
3.6. Atomic force microscopy of low-light and high-light membranes
Low- and high-light ICMs were treated with a very low concentra-
tion ofβ-DDM(0.005, 0.01 and 0.02%w/v) and layered onto 10–40% su-
crose continuous gradients formed using the matched concentration of
β-DDMand centrifuged for 8 h at 200,000×g. The band at ~30% sucrose
contained membrane fragments amenable to AFM imaging and was
harvested from each gradient. AFM was used to map the membrane
protein organisation. Standard tapping mode AFM worked well for
low-light membranes. High-light membranes initially seemed to be
more difﬁcult to image in standard tapping mode, which could relate
to their different composition, and PeakForce Tapping mode was found
to produce better images. AFM topographs showed that samples pre-
pared with 0.005% β-DDM contained mostly intact vesicles (data not
shown) whereas 0.01% and 0.02% β-DDM produced membrane patches
that could be imaged to higher resolution.opy. Comparison of ﬂuorescence emission spectra (solid lines) and absorption spectra
C) moderate–high-light intensity cells. An emission spectrum of LH1-only ICM (black)
lit widths), scanning emission with 4 nm slit widths. Emission spectra are averages of
o 1.0 unit at 875 nm.
Fig. 6. High-resolution AFM analysis of low-light and high-light membranes. AFM topograp
analysis (E and H, respectively). All to equal scale, scale bar shown in (B) and (F). Z-rang
with the cytoplasmic side exposed (facing away from the mica) can be identiﬁed by their p
rations of ~8.5 nm (see Fig. S2), whereas core monomers have their nearest neighbouring
an S-shaped LH1 assembly with minor central features (dimers) or an incomplete C-shaped ri
both the periplasmic and cytoplasmic sides of themembrane are shown, and sometimes fusion
both faces of the core complex are observed side by side. To display the organisation and comp
type of complexwere overlaid onto the (greyscale) AFMdata (E andH). LH2 complexes (white/c
of linked red dots: dimer); core complexes, periplasmic side (red S-shape, dimer; red C-shape, m
Table 4
Analysis of ICM and UPB by spectroscopy. Ratios of the absorption at 850 nm to 875 nm
and of the emission at 860 nm to 895 nm from the spectra shown in Fig. 5.
Sample Absorption
850/875
Emission
860/895
LH2
ems./abs.
Low-light UPB 1.31 1.18 0.90
Low-light ICM 1.91 0.55 0.29
Moderate–high-light UPB 1.01 1.08 1.07
Moderate–high-light ICM 1.31 0.34 0.26
High-light UPB 0.94 0.83 0.88
High-light ICM 1.14 0.37 0.32
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brane patches are shown in Fig. 6. LH2 complexes were visible as small
ring structures (6–7 nm diameter). Usually, the cytoplasmic surface of
the membranes was observed and core complexes were identiﬁed
from their highly protruding RC-H subunit enclosed by LH1 (Fig. 6A–B,
and F). Core complexes were found mainly as dimers with the intra-
dimer RC–RC separation measured as 8.03±0.47 nm (n=8) (see Fig.
S2), in good agreement with previous studies [19,11]. LH2 rings were
often observed as alternating high and low adjacent complexes and in
domains that were particularly LH2-rich this resulted in zigzag patterns,
as previously reported, originating from the ﬂattening of natively
curved membranes onto the ﬂat mica surface [28]. The periplasmichs of low-light (A–D) and high-light (F–G) membranes and corresponding schematic
e shown to the right of (D). Small ring features are LH2 complexes. Core complexes
rotruding RC-H subunits, which appear as bright spots. Core dimers have RC–RC sepa-
RC-H over 12 nm away. Core complexes with the periplasmic side exposed appear as
ng (monomers). The orientation of LH2 cannot be ascertained in these images. Patches of
of membranes has occurred resulting in regions of opposite membrane orientation where
osition of eachmembrane patch more clearly, coloured schematic representations of each
yan ring: low/highheight level); core complexes, cytoplasmic side (red dot:monomer,pair
onomer).
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complexes where the ‘S-shape’ of the LH1 assembly was found instead
of RC-H protrusions (Fig. 6C, G). Here, the two RCs bounded by the LH1
S-shape are barely visible, with only minor protrusions, in agreement
with published 3-D models showing that the periplasmic side RC–LM
subunits are slightly lower than the LH1 ring [29]. For the opposite
membrane orientation, with the cytoplasmic side-up, as in themajority
of other membrane fragments imaged, the mirror image of an S-shape
would be expected, but this is obscured by the presence of the pro-
truding RC-H subunits.
In the low-light membranes, linear arrays of up to six dimeric core
complexes were surrounded by LH2 complexes, as previously ob-
served [10,19]. Small membrane patches (100–150 nm width) often
contained one or two rows of dimeric core complexes with peripheral
domains comprised solely of LH2 complexes (Fig. 6A–C). These LH2-
only domains were often extensive. Some membrane patches were
comprised almost entirely of LH2 (Fig. 6D). In contrast, high-light
membranes had a higher density of core complexes and fewer LH2
complexes (Fig. 6F–G). Dimeric and monomeric core complexes
were often packed closely together, with room only for isolated LH2
complexes or small clusters of LH2. Zigzag LH2-only domains were
not observed in high-light membranes. Additional AFM images are
shown in Fig. S3 and these conﬁrm the above ﬁndings. It seems that
some high-light membrane patches fused in opposite orientations
during the isolation procedure, so some membrane patches were ob-
served by AFM to contain regions where the cytoplasmic side of core
complexes (‘RC-H up’) is found alongside the periplasmic side (S-shaped
LH1 assembly observable) (see Fig. 6G and Fig. S3).
The difference in composition between the low- and high-light
membranes is shown more clearly in schematic colour-coded maps
(Fig. 6E and H). In each membrane patch the likely positions of LH2
(blue/white rings) and core complexes (red) are indicated. Note that
this assignment is only an estimation: the majority of complexes were
clearly resolved but in some regions features were less clearly so. Nev-
ertheless, it is clear that there is much higher ratio of LH2 to core com-
plexes in low-light compared to high-light membranes and that
extensive LH2-only domains occur primarily in low-light membranes.
4. Discussion
4.1. BChl content and density of ICM vesicles are signiﬁcantly higher in
cells grown under low-light compared to high-light
In Rba. sphaeroides the LH and other essential photosynthetic com-
plexes are found in the intracytoplasmic membrane (ICM). Observa-
tion of cell sections by electron microscopy many years ago showed
that cells were packed with ICM vesicles, often termed ‘chromato-
phores’ [30]. Recently, cryo-electron tomography revealed the ICM
ultrastructure in three-dimensions as an elaborate system of (i) in-
vaginations of the cytoplasmic membrane, (ii) interconnected vesi-
cles still attached to the cytoplasmic membrane and (iii) free-living
cytoplasmic vesicles [19]. In the present study, low-light cells were
found to contain a much higher level of BChl than high-light cells.
This was shown ﬁrstly by analysis of whole cell spectra as nearly a
four-fold difference in the magnitude of the B800–850–875 BChl
peaks relative to cell density (Fig. 1). Secondly, pigment extraction
and quantiﬁcation (Table 3) showed that low-light cells had approx-
imately four times the number of BChl molecules than high-light cells
(6.45×106 and 1.59×106, respectively).
TEM of cell sections found that low-light cells had over four times as
many ICM vesicles as high-light cells (195 and 48 vesicles/μm2 section,
respectively) (Fig. 2, Fig. S1 and Table 1). The data from these cell sec-
tions in Section 3.2, which are likely to be underestimates, show that
the sizes of low- and high-light cells were similar within the margin of
error, with lengths/widths in the range of 1.49–1.58/0.60–0.71 μm.
The following discussion therefore assumes that cell size does notalter signiﬁcantly in cultures grown under varying light intensities.
Thus if the volume of the cytoplasm enclosed by an average cell is ap-
proximately 0.7 μm3, as previously estimated [19] and the cell sections
are 90 nm thick, then 1 μm2 of a cell section is roughly 13% of one cell's
cytoplasm volume. Therefore, we can crudely estimate the number of
vesicles per cell in low-light and high light cells from the cell section
data as 1500 and 369, respectively. Calculations from pigment quantiﬁ-
cation and other data found that low-light cells have over ﬁve times as
many vesicles as high-light cells (1468 and 274, respectively), so the
cell section and pigment extraction data are in good agreement. The dif-
ference in ratios between the two techniques may reﬂect an underesti-
mation of the number of vesicles in low-light cells in TEM of standard
thin sections, because in these 60–90 nm thick sections, crowded vesi-
cles may be overlapping at different depths within the section and
two vesicles may appear as one in a 2-D image from a 3-D slice. In a re-
cent study, cryo-electron tomography of a 70 nm Rba. sphaeroides cell
section allowed 3-D imaging of free-living vesicles and the authors
estimated that there were approximately 300 vesicles per cell [19], in
line with our estimate for high-light cells. Averaging the numbers for
vesicles/cell the vesicle densities within high- and low-light cells are
459 μm−3 and 2120 μm−3, respectively.
4.2. Low-light and high-light ICM vesicles are similar in size
One possible solution that would allow low-light cells to contain
more LH complexes would be for the size of vesicles to increase, and
for the number of vesicles to remain similar. This was ruled out by com-
parison of the size of vesicles investigated by threemethods: (i) TEM of
thin sections of cells (Fig. 2), (ii) TEMof puriﬁed vesicles (Fig. 4A–B) and
(iii) AFM of puriﬁed vesicles (Fig. 4C–D). Low- and high-light ICM ves-
icles were found to be very similar in size in all cases. PFT-AFM allowed
calculation of an effective spherical outer diameter for vesicles of
60–65 nm. This measurement is larger than previous estimates of vesi-
cle diameter, such as cryo electron tomography estimates of 50–55 nm
[19], but the AFM estimate does takes into account the contribution
from two bilayers' worth (~9 nm) of membrane thickness. Both of
these measurements are larger than the ~40 nm diameter from TEM
analyses, but TEM is likely to provide an underestimate of the in vivo di-
ameter as the sections have been embedded in resin, ﬁxed, dehydrated,
and stained and therefore changes in the size of the specimen are pos-
sible. Furthermore, it is unlikely that a section through a cell slices
through the centre of every vesicle, so an underestimate of the true di-
ameter is likely. So the most realistic value is the 50–55 nm diameter
reported from cryo-electron tomography, with the AFM-derived
60–65 nm reporting the outer vesicle diameter.
It has previously been reported that high-light vesicles were very
slightly larger than low-light vesicles (41.0 and 37.6 nm, respectively)
[31], whereas the comparison in Fig. 2E and F shows a distribution for
high- and low-light vesicles centred on approximately 40 nm. This min-
imal difference in size between vesicles with very different LH2/core
complex ratios allows us to comment upon the curvature-inducing
properties of the LH2 complex compared to core complexes. The Rba.
sphaeroides dimeric core complex has a pronounced bend of 146° [29]
along its long axis, and computer simulations have shown that the
core dimer strongly induces curvature into a lipid membrane [32]. In
mutants lacking LH2 complexes, this curvature can cause the formation
of tubular membranes consisting of helical arrays of dimeric core com-
plexes [33], where the dimers stack along their long axes with an offset,
as well as a 4.92° twist, resulting in the helical arrangement. Clusters of
LH2 complexes have also been shown to induce curvature in computer
simulations [34] and indeed LH2-only mutants of Rba. sphaeroides
form small, tightly curved ICM vesicles [28]. If, for instance, core dimers
were more curvature-inducing than LH2, then the high-light core-rich
vesicles may be expected to be smaller. Such considerations are compli-
cated by the asymmetry of the curvature proﬁles of core dimers, with
the bend on the long axis of the complex, whereas LH2 has no such
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spherical shape. Nevertheless, our ﬁndings suggest that dimeric core
complexes and LH2 complexes are probably similarly curvature-
inducing, or that alternatively lipids and/or other proteins in the mem-
brane must override any difference in curvature.
4.3. The number of membrane development ‘UPB’ sites is similar in low- and
high-light cells
Rate-zonal centrifugation of Rba. sphaeroides cell extracts on su-
crose density gradients allows isolation of two fractions with distinct
properties: an ‘upper pigmented band’ (UPB) and the major lower
band (ICM) [22]. Extensive functional studies demonstrated the bio-
synthetic role of UPB membranes [23–26]. The UPB and ICM fractions
were shown to have a direct precursor–product relationship, where-
by UPB membranes were precursor photosynthetic membranes in the
process of specialisation from the cytoplasmic membrane, and active
sites for assembly of BChl–protein complexes and membrane invagi-
nation [22,15,35,36]. A recent study of puriﬁed membranes and cryo
electron tomography of cells showed that UPB membranes are ‘con-
tact lens-shaped’ invaginations of the cytoplasmic membrane, with
a high ratio of core complexes to LH2 [19]. In the current study, we
compared the relative amounts of UPB precursor membranes andma-
ture ICM in extracts from low- and high-light cells using the rate-
zonal centrifugation method (Fig. 3). This showed that low-light ex-
tracts had a nearly ﬁvefold higher ICM:UPB ratio than high-light
(10.1 and 2.2, respectively), predicting that there are more ICM vesi-
cles per UPB membrane development site. However, this does not
quantify the actual amount of UPB per cell.
These ratioswere used to proportion the total BChl per cell (calculat-
ed from pigment extractions) into either UPB or ICM fractions (Table 3,
(8)). Similar levels of UPB-derived BChl per cellwere found in high-light
and low-light cells (5.8×105 and 4.9×105, respectively). Fromprevious
AFMdata, approximately elevenRCs could be counted in oneUPBmem-
brane [19] and from the absorbance spectrum a similar number of LH2
complexes are expected, which equate to a total of approximately 700
BChl per UPB. Therefore, we can estimate that there are 704 and 829
UPB membrane development sites per cell under high and low light
conditions, respectively. This suggests that the lower ICM content in
high-light cells is not a consequence of small numbers of ICM develop-
mental sites, rather that fewer of the ICM invagination sites reachmatu-
rity during the fast growth of the cells.
4.4. Energy transfer is intrinsically less efﬁcient in UPB than in ICM
Previous studies of Rba. sphaeroides have shown that ICM is well
connected whereas UPB has signiﬁcant disconnectivity, both in terms
of the kinetics of light-driven electron transfer [25] and excitation ener-
gy transfer as measured by ﬂuorescence yield of bulk membranes [23],
and recently with single-membrane spectral ﬂuorescence imaging [19].
Singlet–singlet annihilation experiments showed that connectivity of
antenna BChl was threefold lower in UPB than ICM [37]. Our measure-
ments on low-light and high-light samples are in agreement with
these earlier data. Fluorescence emission spectra (from excitation of
LH2 at 800 nm) for all UPB fractions showed a much higher LH2 emis-
sion signal than the corresponding ICM fractions (Fig. 5). Interestingly,
the composition of the UPB is not constant and absorption spectra
show that they follow the same pattern as for ICM, with higher
LH2/LH1 in low-light UPB and lower LH2/LH1 in high-light UPB, with
overall much lower LH2/LH1 ratios in UPB relative to the corresponding
ICM. This suggests that there is increased assembly of LH2 under low-
light conditions even at the UPB level.
The elevated levels of LH2 emission at UPB assembly sites could be a
consequence of poorly packed LH2 and RC-LH1-PufX complexes. The
molecular organisation of UPB membranes was examined by AFM
[19], but the resolution of the topographs, whilst revealing the presenceof LH2 and RC-LH1-PufX dimer complexes, was insufﬁcient to show de-
tails of the inter-complex packing in precursor membranes. Elevated
LH2 emission could also be a consequence of incompletely assembled
proteins disrupting the packing of complexes in the UPB membrane;
another factor is likely to be the signiﬁcantly greater complexity of the
UPB proteome relative to that of ICM [17,38,39]. For example, assembly
factors and enzymes involved in BChl biosynthesis were found to be
enriched in the UPB membranes [15]. A qualitative proteomic study
identiﬁed only 43 different proteins in the ICM, but 236 proteins in
the UPB, including enzymes for tetrapyrrole, lipid, carbohydrate and
amino acid metabolism, and reﬂecting its precursor role within the
cell [38]. It might be expected that the presence of so many non-
photosynthetic proteins would interfere with the packing of LH2 and
RC-LH1-PufX dimer complexes, and therefore with energy transfer. In
contrast low- and high-light ICM are similarly well connected for ener-
gy transfer, with low levels of LH2 emission measured relative to LH2
absorption, when compared with UPB membranes.
The number of UPB membrane development sites is similar in
high-light and low-light cells (Section 4.3) but high-light cells contain
fewer mature ICM vesicles. This low ICM:UPB ratio in high-light cells,
together with the lower efﬁciency of energy transfer in UPB (this sec-
tion), indicates that high-light cells are probably less efﬁcient at
harvesting and utilising light. In other words, when light is in abun-
dant supply cells grow sufﬁciently well without the need to fully de-
velop their photosynthetic membranes from the UPB precursor stage
to highly efﬁcient mature ICM. The relative inefﬁciency of UPB mem-
branes could be viewed as a beneﬁt to the cell, offering some protec-
tion against the damaging effects of high light intensity.
4.5. AFM reveals that in low-light membranes there is a lower density of
core complexes and extensive LH2-only domains
It is well known from absorbance spectra and biochemical evidence
that transfer of Rba. sphaeroides from high- to low-light intensities pro-
duces an accumulation of LH2 [7,38,17]. AFM of moderate-light grown
Rba. sphaeroides by Bahatyrova et al. [10] identiﬁed regions where di-
meric core complexes arranged in rows with small amounts of sur-
rounding LH2 and other regions that were essentially LH2-only. Care
must be taken with interpretation of the AFM data. Due to the difﬁculty
of accurately assigning all complexes within an AFM image of a mem-
brane patch and the technical challenge of acquiring many high-
resolution images it is difﬁcult to be accurately quantitative. Highly-
curved membrane regions of membranes cannot be imaged accurately
by AFM. Another complication is that β-DDM treatment and the puriﬁ-
cation process in ‘opening up’ ICM vesicles into membrane patches dis-
rupt themembrane and some high-lightmembrane patches had clearly
fused. Interestingly, one consequence of this fusion process is that we
were able to image the periplasmic face of the ICM for the ﬁrst time in
Rba. sphaeroides (Fig. 6G). The S-shape of the Rba. sphaeroides core com-
plex viewed from the periplasmic side is comparable to that previously
observed with AFM of the closely related Rhodobacter blasticus [40].
The AFM in the current study provides the ﬁrst direct visual evi-
dence for the increased levels of LH2 in low-light compared to high-
light membranes in Rba. sphaeroides. When the levels of LH2 antenna
increase in ICM, there is increased partitioning into core- and LH2-
enriched domains. We observed extensive LH2-only domains in
many low-light membrane patches (Fig. 6A–E, Fig. S3) but never in
high-light membranes (Fig. 6G–H, Fig. S4). Instead, in high-light
membranes dimeric and monomeric core complexes were packed
side-by-side, with little space for LH2. Core complexes are clustered,
not just into rows of dimers, but in close contact with multiple
other cores. The partitioning of core and LH2 complexes into separate
domains has been studied using Monte Carlo simulations [12]. This
study found that mismatches between LH2 and RC-LH1-PufX core di-
mers promote the formation of domains enriched in either complex.
This effect was still observable but was less pronounced when
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ings are consistent with previous AFM studies of membranes from
PufX mutants of Rba. sphaeroides that assemble monomeric core com-
plexes [11,20]. The formation of LH2-enriched regions was also ob-
served in Rsp. photometricum grown under low-light where clusters
of monomeric core complexes are preserved and larger LH2-rich re-
gions are found [14].
The LH2/RC composition of the patches imaged by AFM is in qual-
itative agreement with the absorbance spectra of the membranes; the
850/875 nm absorbance ratio increases from 1.14 to 1.91 in high-light
and low-light ICM vesicles, respectively. These ratios slightly underes-
timate the molar LH2/RC ratio extracted from spectral deconvolutions
[41], leading to predicted LH2/RC ratios of 1.5 and ~2.6, respectively,
for the membranes in the present study. As a rough approximation
the estimates from the AFM images are ~1 LH2/RC (LH2 complexes
per core complex monomer) and in high-light membranes ~3 LH2/RC.
The AFM analysis supports previous predictions that relatively core-
rich regions are an important minimal arrangement for efﬁcient light-
harvesting and that LH2-rich regions form a dynamic antenna that can
be expanded as necessary [10,15].
5. Conclusions
Rba. sphaeroides grows very quickly when light is in excess (high-
light) and slowly when light is limited (low-light). So long as nutrients
and essential components for growth are present at sufﬁcient levels
then we can expect photoheterotrophic growth to be limited only by
the light intensity and the rate at which light energy can be converted
into chemical energy for growth. For phototrophic bacteria in their nat-
ural habitat, it is likely that our low-light conditions of 20 μmol
photons s−1 m−2 represent an upper limit, given attenuation of surface
light by particulate matter, the colour of the water and surface growth
of phytoplankton and the light available for organisms [42]. Spectrosco-
py of Rba. sphaeroides cells, cellular pigment quantiﬁcation and TEM of
cell sections showed that the BChl content per cell and furthermore
the number of vesicles per cell are much higher in low-light than
high-light cells. Spectroscopy of puriﬁed ICM and AFM of membranes
then demonstrated that there is a higher ratio of LH2/core complexes
in low-light than high-light ICM.
These ﬁndings are logical from an energetic point of view because
when photon ﬂux is high a small light-harvesting antenna is sufﬁcient
to channel energy to the RC at a high rate, so fewer peripheral antenna
complexes (LH2) are required. In contrast, low-light cells prioritise their
biosynthetic capacity for an expansion ofmembrane surface area for ab-
sorbing and utilising solar energy, manifested in Rba. sphaeroides as a
ﬁve-fold increase in the number of ICM vesicles per cell. This enhanced
capacity for photosynthesis is achieved by a preferential increase in the
number of LH2 complexes which create a large surface area to capture
as much light as possible. However, it is not sufﬁcient just to increase
the number of LH2 complexes per vesicle; the number of RC traps
must also increase, but to a lesser extent. Thus, there is a point beyond
which the LH2/RC ratio does not increase, probably because exceeding
a ratio of ~3 LH2/RC becomes counterproductive. Consistent with this,
a simulation of energy trapping using an LH2/RC ratio of 8 yielded an
excitation lifetime of 162 ps and a quantum yield of 84%, compared
with numbers of 50 ps and 95% for an LH2/RC ratio of 2.8 [27].
The membrane proteome of Rba. sphaeroides consists of at least 350
proteins, most of which are not required directly for light capture and
energy conversion [39]. Even if it was possible to devote thewhole cyto-
plasmic membrane to these processes, only ~3×106 nm2 of the mem-
brane would be available, with no invaginations present (estimated
from a cell of average dimensions 660×660×1550 nm). Using the num-
ber of ICMvesicles per cell found in the current study and a vesicle diam-
eter of 60 nmwe can estimate the surface area occupied by vesicles. The
proliferation of intracytoplasmic membranes under low light conditions
creates 16×106 nm2 of specialisedmembrane surface area for harvestingand utilising solar energy (3×106 nm2 under high light conditions),
without compromising the metabolic ﬂexibility of the cells, thus freeing
themajority of the cytoplasmicmembrane to carry out the normal respi-
ratory and other non-photosynthetic functions.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbabio.2012.05.013.Acknowledgements
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